Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Metasurfaces, the quasi 2D metamaterials composed by elaborately arranged artificial scatters of subwavelength geometrical size, have shown powerful wavefront manipulation capabilities over the past few years. Based on the idea of sampling the desired wavefront and replacing the pixels with appropriate nanostructures^[@CR1],[@CR2]^, which exactly behave like the secondary sources proposed in Huygens' principle, optical metasurfaces constructed with plasmonic nano-antenna of various geometrical shape or low loss dielectric nano-post have been experimentally demonstrated to function as the ultrathin planar lenses^[@CR3],[@CR4]^, holograms^[@CR5],[@CR6]^ and low profile conformal optical devices^[@CR7]--[@CR9]^. As another important form of classical wave, acoustic wave can also be flexibly tailored by deep subwavelength diffraction inclusions, which is known as the acoustic metasurfaces^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^. Following the strategy that tunes the effective refractive index by coiling--up spaces^[@CR13]--[@CR17]^, patterning the surface impedance profiles of metasurfaces^[@CR18],[@CR19]^ or taking advantage of low/high quality factor resonators^[@CR20]--[@CR22]^, numerous types of acoustic metasurface structures have been utilized to build up functional acoustic lens^[@CR10],[@CR16],[@CR23],[@CR24]^, acoustic vortices generator^[@CR25],[@CR26]^, acoustic wave absorber^[@CR27],[@CR28]^ and ultrathin acoustic ground cloak^[@CR29],[@CR30]^.

Gradient metasurface composed by periodic supercells has been well studied for it steers the incident waves in the anomalous way governed by the generalized Snell's law^[@CR1],[@CR31]--[@CR33]^. The nature of momentum matching dictates that the contribution of local phase gradient cannot be ignored when the incident beam encounters the gradient metasurface. Therefore, the incident beam would be deflected asymmetrically under the all-angle illumination. Furthermore, when the beam is incident beyond the critical angle, no free space scattered fields exist, and only the non-propagating evanescent field, which is termed as the surface bounded waves^[@CR12],[@CR31]^, can be obtained. Notwithstanding that, recently, several research articles have reported that the apparent free-space propagating scattered field, which is featured as negative reflection^[@CR34],[@CR35]^ and negative refraction^[@CR12],[@CR36],[@CR37]^, can be observed even when the beam illuminates beyond the critical angle. These intriguing phenomena indicate that the underlying physical mechanism of the beam manipulation functionality of the acoustic gradient metasurface is still needed to be studied.

Similar to the electromagnetic gradient metasurface^[@CR31],[@CR38]^, in this work, we develop the mode expansion theory to help study and understand the mechanism of the extraordinary negative reflection behaviors of the acoustic gradient metasurface when it is illuminated under all-angle incidence. The acoustic gradient metasurface studied in this work can be treated as the waveguide with periodical parameter modulation. According to the Floquet theorem^[@CR39]--[@CR41]^, such gradient metasurface could support a series of Floquet-Bloch modes with different propagation wave vectors. These Floquet-Bloch modes collectively contribute to the free space propagating field via energy transfer with different diffraction orders. Similar to the wide-angle negative reflection taking place at the free space-phononic crystal interface^[@CR42]^, when the first negative order Floquet-Bloch mode dominates, the negative reflection can be obtained. In order to verify the all-angle negative reflection, we use the coiling-up space structures to construct the desired reflected acoustic metasurface and experimentally study its scattered characteristics. The perspective of Floquet-Bloch mode for all-angle negative reflection has been well validated by both the theoretical calculations and experimental measurement results, and the apparent negative reflection indeed exists beyond the critical angle incidence.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Floquet-Bloch modes excited inside the acoustic gradient metasurface {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The unique characteristic of all-angle negative reflection is that both the incident wave and reflected wave appear at the same side of the normal line for all-angle incidence^[@CR34]^, see Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Such nontrivial phenomenon can be regarded as the counterpart of the negative refraction occurring at the interface of two dissimilar medium with opposite refractive index values, which is a typical application of negative refractive index metamaterials, see Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In this work, we will introduce the perspective of Floquet-Bloch mode to help understand how the gradient metasurface interacts with the incident field, and how the acoustic energy trapped by the metasurface slab is finally tunneled into the −1 order diffraction for all-angle incidence.Figure 1All-angle negative reflection with an ultrathin acoustic gradient metasurface. (**a**) Negative refraction occurring at the interface between air and negative refractive index metamaterials. (**b**) All-angle negative reflection realized by an ultrathin acoustic gradient surface.

The acoustic gradient metasurface(AGM) we study here is modeled as an anisotropic waveguide sandwiched between the free space(air) and the rigid wall(sound hard boundary). Figure [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} schematically illustrates the model system with continuous parameter distributions, the studying area is divided into three regions, I, II and III, which correspond to the free space, metasurface slab and rigid wall respectively. The density and bulk modulus of metasurface are generally given as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${B}_{0}$$\end{document}$ refer to the fluid density and fluid bulk modulus of air. Since the thickness of metasurface is of deep subwavelength scale, the parameter variation along the *z* direction can be neglected. To simplify the study, we further assume that the metasurface slab is only inhomogeneous along *x* direction while *y* and *z* direction are invariant, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${B}_{y}(x)={B}_{z}(x)={B}_{x}(x)$$\end{document}$. Therefore, the underlying mechanism of all-angle negative reflection phenomenon can be well elucidated by comprehensively studying the scattering properties of this inhomogeneous system.Figure 2Continuous and discretized model for analytically studying the acoustic gradient metasurface. (**a**) Geometry of the acoustic gradient metasurface(AGM) slab with continuous parameter distribution, here *d* is the thickness of the metasurface slab and *L* is the length of the modulation period. (**b**) The discretized model of the acoustic gradient metasurface utilized for real practice.

When acoustic gradient metasurface is illuminated by the free space propagating plane waves, the metasurface subunits would strongly interact with the incident acoustic waves and reradiate part of the acoustic energy captured by the metasurface. As a waveguide, the intrinsic waveguide modes would be excited inside the metasurface slab, and these excited waveguide modes then couple the energy into different diffraction channels at the air-metasurface interface which forms the free space scattered fields.
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Inside the region II, the density and bulk modulus of metasurface slab are functions of *x* positions, the corresponding pressure and velocity field can be solved by relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${e}^{\mp i{q}_{z,n}z}$$\end{document}$ stands for the forward(−) and backward(+) components of the field, which correspond to the acoustic energy coupling into and out of the metasurface slab respectively. Once the parameter distribution of the metasurface slab is known, the field inside the metasurface can be solved based on equation ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and the Floquet-Bloch boundary condition at the two sides of one supercell^[@CR39]--[@CR41]^.

Here we take the acoustic gradient metasurface with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Considering the realization of acoustic gradient metasurface for real practice, the discretized model depicted in Fig. [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} is utilized for further analysis. In this case, one supercell is composed by *M* subunits and the width of each subunit is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Unit design, sample fabrication and experiment setup {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------------

In this work, we utilize the coiling-up space structures proposed by *Li et al*.^[@CR24]^ as the building blocks for acoustic gradient metasurface. Such structure can be regarded as a coiling channel with one end sealed by hard wall, and the acoustic wave propagates inside such deep-subwavelength channel would follow a zigzag footpath^[@CR16]^. The metasurface is designed to operate at 2500 Hz and Fig. [3(a)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} is a schematic illustration of one sample subunit, here the width *p* is 27 mm, the height *d* is 27 mm, the thickness of the horizonal bar *w* is 1.5 mm. Figure [3(c)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the simulation result of the scattered field of five subunits with gradient phase shift ranging from 0 to 2π. The metasurface sample is fabricated with photosensitive resin via stereolithography (SLA, 0.08 mm in precision) and Fig. [3(b)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows a fabricated supercell consists of 5 subunits presented in Fig. [3(c)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which is designed to realize the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-{k}_{0}$$\end{document}$ surface phase gradient.Figure 3Designed coiling-up space units and experiment setup. (**a**) Schematic illustration of the coiling-up space structure and some parameters we utilized for the subunit design. The dark color region enclosed by purple dash line is the thick bottom(6 mm for real application) to mimic the sound hard boundary. (**b**) The fabricated supercell sample. (**c**) Scattered acoustic field of the coiling-up space structures utilized for sample fabrication possess the phase response covering 2π range. (**d**) Experimental 2D scanning system for full-field measurements.

In the experiment, the metasurface is composed by 9 supercells to mimic the infinite period system utilized in theoretical study. Then the beam reflection properties of this gradient metasurface via the home-built 2D acoustic waveguide is studied and the data are collected through a matched 2D-scanning measurement system. The metasurface sample is sandwiched between two pieces of tempered glass(1.9 m length, 1.8 m width, 7 mm thick) and the gap is chosen as 5 cm, of which the cutoff frequency is higher than the operating frequency. Here, the incident acoustic wave is generated by 20 tightly arrayed loudspeakers, and the acoustic plane wave can be obtained inside the waveguide. Two microphones are utilized to measure the acoustic pressure field, one microphone is fixed as the reference channel and another one working as the signal channel is attached to the synchronous belt driven by a stepper motor. Figure [3(d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} depicts the layout of the experimental system.

Experimental validation of all-angle negative reflection {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------

It is well known that the gradient metasurface deflects the incident plane waves in the way that governed by the generalized Snell's law. Furthermore, the generalized Snell's law only permits the negative reflection within a limited incident angle illumination, which is different from the all-angle negative reflection illustrated in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. However, the negative reflection occurring beyond the critical angle indeed exists when the first negative Floquet-Bloch mode is efficiently excited within the metasurface. Therefore, the gradient metasurface slabs composed by different artificial inclusions may function great differently for their distinct mode response properties, which should account for the high efficiency propagating wave-surface wave conversion operating in microwave regime^[@CR31]^ while the apparent negative reflection can be realized with the acoustic gradient metasurface. For the acoustic gradient metasurface demonstrated in Fig. [2(a),(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the typical reflected phase shift is governed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To verify the negative reflection occurred beyond the critical angle incidence, we construct a home-built 2D acoustic pressure field scanning measurement system, as shown in Fig. [3(d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In the experiment, we simplify the measuring process by inversing the direction of the gradient metasurface to obtain an opposite surface phase gradient value instead of inversing the value of incident angle, therefore, we only need to measure the background field once to obtain two sets of scattered fields. Then we measure the scattered field of the gradient metasurface with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [5(a)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the calculated and measured scattered acoustic field when the metasurface with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${48.8}^{\circ }$$\end{document}$, see Fig. [5(b)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The blue hollow triangles depicted in Fig. [4(e)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} are all three set of measured data following the same measuring procedure, which agree well with theoretical and simulation results. Therefore, the all-angle negative reflection can be realized with acoustic gradient metasurface.Figure 5Experiment verification of the all-angle negative reflection. (**a**) Simulation and experiment measurement of the scattered field when the metasurface having $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the scattered properties of the acoustic gradient metasurface while the beam incidents at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-{20}^{\circ }$$\end{document}$, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. [6(c),(e)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} that when the beam is incident at small angle, the 0-th diffraction order which corresponds to the specular reflection would appear. It should be noted that the scattered field depicted in Fig. [6(f)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} exhibiting partial interference pattern is caused by the reflection of the speaker array, and that is why we choose relative small incident angle (no greater than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

The all-angle negative reflection characteristic possessed by the acoustic gradient metasurface has the potential application in composing ultrathin compact acoustic insulator operating in reflection mode^[@CR34]^, for the incident acoustic wave would be reflected back into the incident half space and thereby avoid the cross talk between the acoustic waves coming from opposite directions. Moreover, the reflected acoustic gradient metasurface studied in our work also shows good beam deflection functionality over 700 Hz bandwidth, which shows good promise for constructing broadband acoustic back reflector, see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Different from the negative reflection phenomena which has been theoretically predicted to exist in strong chiral materials^[@CR43]^, the all-angle negative reflection obtained in acoustic gradient metasurface involves the selective excitation of the waveguide mode in the form of Floquet-Bloch waves and the Bragg scattering contributed by the supercell lattice. It should be noted that when the amplitude of surface phase gradient is greater or less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${k}_{0}$$\end{document}$, more complicated wavefront manipulation functionality can be obtained with the acoustic gradient metasurface^[@CR35]^. Beyond the critical angle illumination, higher order negative Floquet-Bloch modes could be excited and couple the energy into other diffraction orders. Furthermore, the critical angle indeed corresponds to the Bragg scattering point of the gradient metasurface. Therefore, several diffraction orders, such as specular reflection and negative reflection, would appear simultaneously around the critical angle.Figure 7Broadband frequency response of the acoustic gradient metasurface. Acoustic back reflector operates at (**a**) 2300 Hz, (**b**) 2500 Hz and (**c**) 2700 Hz. Two beams are incident onto the acoustic gradient metasurface at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, we theoretically and experimentally study the all-angle negative reflection phenomenon realized by the acoustic gradient metasurface. The all-angle negative reflection has been perfectly verified by experimental measurements which agree well with theoretical calculations. The Floquet-Bloch mode interpretation based on the mode expansion theory has been utilized to elucidate the underlying mechanism of this nontrivial phenomenon, which indicates that the all-angle negative reflection can be realized only if the dominated first negative Floquet-Bloch mode is efficiently excited. Moreover, we can predict more complicated beam deflection phenomena while the amplitude of surface phase gradient is different from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${k}_{0}$$\end{document}$, which are attributed to the higher order negative Floquet-Bloch modes. Generally speaking, our work can also be extended to the transmission case and offers a new solution for wavefront manipulation.
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Simulations {#Sec8}
-----------

In this paper, all full-wave simulations are performed with commercial finite-element solver COMSOL Multiphysics. The sound speed is chosen as 340 m/s, and the metasurface structure is assumed to be sound hard by applying the interior sound hard boundary condition at the air-structure interface. The acoustic field are all normalized by the background field of which the amplitude is set to be 1 Pa for the simulation. The reflected angle can be obtained from the far field distribution of the scattered acoustic field.
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